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ABSTRACT 
 
Many countries of the European Union are now trying to upgrade their industrial 
competitive advantage since the Euro has widened the gap between the more and the 
less competitive member states. France is in a delicate situation as her public debt is 
rising to a critical level, many therefore believe she is about to join the “problem 
countries” of the EU. This threatens the future of the monetary union as France was one 
of the major players in its creation along with Germany.   
The national competitive advantage has become more prominent for member states 
especially since the beginning of the financial crisis, leading to the Euro crisis which the 
EU is currently undergoing. Porter’s theory on national competitive advantage can shed 
some light on the main measures governments can take to enhance industrial 
competitiveness. 
France is used in this analysis as a case study due to the critical situation it is in, but also 
because the so-called “Gallois report” brought the attention on the crucial role that the 
industry has for the economy. The report, ordered by the French Prime minister, came 
out in November 2012 and investigates the problems faced by the industry and suggests 
measures to counter these. Porter’s policy suggestions are then applied to the ones 
suggested in the report. This comparison helps distinguishing which are the most 
urgent, important and relevant measures but more importantly, which policy 
suggestions can be applicable to other EU member states since Porter’s theory is meant 
to be applicable to any developed country.  
 It also brings the discussion of whether Porter’s theory on national competitive 
advantage is outdated, relevant to the context of a crisis, applicable the EU and 
considering of the EU’s role and importance in its member states economy. 
Many industrial policies were found to stimulate competitiveness such as adequate 
education and training, dynamic financing, investment in R&D, favor new  business 
formation and innovation,  effective regulations, cluster formation, product quality 
upgrading but in general, the creation and upholding of a business environment where 
competitive advantage can be upgraded. 
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Introduction 
 
The project will be about how France is losing industry, especially towards Germany 
and why that is so. The competitiveness of the French industry is currently a big debate 
in France since the “Gallois report” came out in November (a report ordered by the 
prime minister about the situation in the French industry and the obstacles to better 
competitiveness). This report showed that the French industry was the key to many of 
France’s economic problems and that competitiveness in its industry is vital. The 
magazine, The Economist also recently came out with quite a controversial front page 
article about how France would be the next “problem country” of Europe and that it was 
diving into an inevitable crisis due to its economic state getting worst and worst1. 
France has performed neither good nor bad in this crisis but it is now heading towards a 
                                                            
1 "A timebomb at the heart of Europe" The Economist 17 Nov. 2012 
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crisis and will end up in the same situation as Spain, Portugal or Italy if it does not make 
some radical changes in its system. A crisis in the French economy would have serious 
consequences on the Eurozone as it is one of its biggest economies and most engaged 
countries. The Gallois report, along with Porter’s theory on competitive advantage on 
nations, might help understand the main problems and therefore find solutions so that 
France can regain its industrial competitiveness. Porter’s theory on competitive 
advantage is a helpful tool to compare competitiveness in countries and in this case look 
at the role of government in industrial competitiveness and see if there are some 
discrepancies and similitudes between Gallois’s report’s policy suggestions and the 
more general theory on competitiveness in nations by Porter.  
Porter’s theory dates from the 80’s and does not take into account the EU at all. Today, 
the EU has a much more important role and there are some factors that play a large role 
for member states economy such as the single European market and the monetary union. 
The case of France should provide a good illustration of the competitiveness problems 
that many member states have and what can be done and has been done to remedy to the 
situation both on national and European level. It will be interesting to look at the current 
status of France from different point of views, as well as to look at national and 
European solutions. The Euro crisis is a major factor as it has exposed all countries’ 
weaknesses and is the reason for France’s economic downfall. 
 
Problem formulation 
 
• How can industrial policy be stimulated by member states and the EU respectively and 
how relevant can Porter’s industrial policies’ suggestions be to an EU member state? 
(the case of France) 
 
Research questions 
 
1) What is the status of the French (and to some extent European) industrial 
competitiveness? 
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2) What solutions are being implemented and suggested, on EU and national level (in 
France) 
3) What perspective can Porter bring to the French industrial competitiveness and the 
policies suggested to boost it, with his theory of comparative advantage of nations? 
4) What are the solutions to regain dynamism in the French industrial competitiveness and 
how relevant is Porter to the EU and an EU member state? 
Methodology 
 
France will be used as a case to illustrate this project. France has a problem with its 
industrial competitiveness and that has caused them considerable losses to the German 
but also other member states’ industry. A deeper crisis in France could have negative 
consequences for the whole EU as it is one of the major actors. It will be interesting to 
look at what they need and can do on the national level as well as on the EU-level.  
The object of the first research question is to look at the current situation. Identify the 
problems and look at the numbers and typical economic indicators, especially indicators 
of industrial competitiveness. The primary source for this section will be the Gallois 
report as it clearly states most problems and compares them with other states. It also 
gives an explanation to the problems as well as general and/or concrete solutions to 
these. Other sources will be used to provide different point of views on the French 
situation, notably, the EU’s point of view through the EU commission.  
We then look at solutions suggested by Gallois as well as what has been implemented 
from the report. We also look at what EU can help with, what the Gallois report thinks 
of the EU and what role it would like the EU to undertake.   
Porter is almost inevitable when talking about nation’s competitiveness. He offers many 
analytical tools such as the five forces model or the different styles of competition 
diamonds. We will look at France industrial competitiveness through Porter’s theory of 
national competitive advantage and its concepts and see if that offers a different or 
similar perspective than e.g. the Gallois report.  
Once problems are identified, it is also possible to determine solutions. The Gallois 
report offers general as well as very specific solutions. Other concept and theories 
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should help us find some clear solutions to the different problems. Once we have the 
solutions for the case of the French industry, some of those solutions could then be 
applicable to other member states of the EU wishing to remedy/ameliorate their 
industrial competitiveness.  
Methodological Considerations 
 
A lot of politics is involved in this topic due that just the fact to prioritize the industry is 
a political decision. Economists and policy analysts do their job and make their 
suggestions to the policy-makers, and the policy-makers will decide whether it should 
be implemented or not. Some measures are not taken because the government might be 
scared of temporary unpopularity. They can be scared that the policies do not fit with 
their ideology or image. Another main issue is the financing. Today, France is in a crisis 
and finding the finances is getting more and more difficult and many needed measures 
are costly. This puts the politicians in a delicate situation as there are less resources to 
distribute and the politics becomes fiercer since they have to make tough decisions on 
who and what to prioritize. 
One problem that is generally seen in the matter is also how many sources can say what 
the problem is and the solutions would be, but yet, the problems and solutions are too 
broad and not precise and concrete enough. Too often, the people suggesting the 
solutions do not mention how they should be implemented specifically and where to 
find the necessary finances for it. The EU competitiveness report for example is 
showing data and statistics and analyzing the situation in each member states but in the 
documents about how to boost industrial competitiveness, they remain too vague and 
general. 
The Gallois report describes the general problems, challenges and solutions to those. It 
then goes on into more details and talks about several concrete sub-problems, sub-
challenges and sub-solutions and comes up in the end with a concrete solution where 
people can see exactly what needs to be done, how much it will cost and how long it 
will take to implement.  
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The work of Gallois, Porter, the Economist, the EU commission are all based on 
numbers and facts, there is therefore only so much room for interpretation. Porter is a 
bit different as he is making a theory and actively says what needs to be done and what 
the usual problems are, however, his work is largely based on empirical observations 
and studies.  
The other reports are based on numbers, percentages, statistics about unemployment, 
share of industry, balance of payment, share of high-tech product export, productivity 
indexes, etc. The interpretation of the results always leaves room to interpretation and 
therefore subjectivity but it is mostly objective. This therefore all suggests a positivist 
approach which is what will be used for this project. The epistemological stance is 
therefore positivist coupled with objectivist ontology. The inductive approach seems to 
be the best fit as there are no hypotheses or particular assumptions. Of course there are 
always assumptions as the EU and France are in a crisis, the industrial competitiveness 
is key to the economy, measures need to be taken on a national level to boost 
competitiveness as the single market and EMU has made competition among member 
states much faster, fiercer and tougher. The weaknesses of some countries have become 
obvious because of the Euro. But those assumptions are not hypotheses per se as this 
project does not seek to prove or disprove them. This project seeks to find out why there 
is a problem in France, what those problems are and what can be done (especially what 
should be done and how and what would be the optimal solutions) and the best solutions 
to those problems whether it is on national level or European level.   
This project is structured as a case study. The case of France is used here to find out 
what typical competitiveness problems are and how to overcome those problems. The 
results are applicable to other member states since many other member states struggle 
with industrial competitiveness problems and Porter’s theory is meant to be applicable 
to any developed economy. 
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Delimitation 
 
Industrial competition is a topic that is discussed in many countries in the EU. Due to 
arrival of the euro and thus a more integrated market, the more competitive industries 
have become even more competitive and the less competitive become less and less 
competitive2 which creates huge gaps when comparing balance of payments of different 
EU countries (one of most significant example, Greece compared with e.g. 
Netherlands). The financial crisis has also accentuated the weaknesses of the European 
economies. Many countries have been very successful in identifying the problems soon 
enough and solve those problems. Those countries are the one doing best through the 
crisis. Germany, Northern Italy and Sweden are prime examples when discussing 
industrial competitiveness3. This project will be using the Gallois report which itself 
using the three aforementioned countries many times to compare with France. This 
comparison is very helpful to see that 1- it is possible to change and increase 
competitiveness and 2- Inspiration to identify problems and solutions and import part of 
the system that works to France to reverse the tendency. This project is too short to 
engage into a more detailed comparison with other European economies although it is 
one of the best ways to find solutions to the current problems in France. This project 
will be using the Gallois report and the work that has already been done by the latter 
and it will use theoretical tools to find out if those tools can bring us more solutions 
and/or identify more problems. It is taking a deeper look into the Gallois report but 
using other sources and theories to validate or disprove some of the claims made about 
(this report’s) solutions to industrial competitiveness in France. We shall discuss how 
relevant Porter’s theory is and how it interacts with the EU factor. Porter’s theory dates 
from the beginning of the 90’s, based on work and studies done in the 80’s. The EU has 
changed considerably since then. It is much stronger and more integrated. Porter’s 
theory might therefore have to be adapted to this new factor or some aspects should be 
left out if they are no longer relevant.  
 
  
                                                            
2 Rapport Gallois, p.50,51 
3 Ibid, p.9 
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Theories and concepts 
 
The theory used  will be Porter’s “Competitive advantage of nations”. 
Competitive advantage of nations 
 
Figure 1: Porter’s Diamond 
 
The Diamond is a system comprising the four main important actors/factors 
(determinants) that determine a national competitive advantage.  
1. Factor conditions:  The nation’s position in factors of production such as skilled 
labor or infrastructure, necessary to compete in a given industry. 
2. Demand condition: The nature of home demand for the industry’s product or 
service. 
3. Related and supporting industries: The presence or absence in the nation of 
supplier industries and related industries that are internationally competitive 
4. Firm strategy, structure and rivalry: The conditions in the nation governing how 
companies are created, organized, managed, and the nature of domestic rivalry4 
“The Diamond is a mutually reinforcing system. The effect of one determinant is 
contingent on the state of the others.”5 
                                                            
4 Porter, Michael E. The Competitive Advantage of Nations,p.71 
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For this project, the most interesting part is the one about how the government affects 
those determinants and therefore it also discusses what can be done by the government 
to boost industrial competitiveness which is exactly what is needed for this project and 
to compare Porter’s theory with the Gallois report.  
Government policies toward national industries; their role, possible influence and 
importance.  
The Gallois report and other analyses have shown that many of the problems in the 
French industries are problems that can/have to be solved by the government. It is 
therefore most relevant to look at Porter’s theory of competitive advantage of nations 
and especially look at chapter 12 of the book which he, himself, recommends for people 
interested in policy making. The chapter discusses the role, importance and possible 
influence of the government. It then goes on looking at the four conditions (diamond) 
and look at how the government can influence those to ameliorate competitiveness in 
their national industry.  
Porter mentions that defining economic goals in terms other than long term productivity 
growth is a fundamental error that leads to inappropriate policies. He mentions that the 
role of the government is to ensure relentless improvement of productivity.6 
It should be accepted that it is impossible to have net export in all industries. He stresses 
that efforts to preserve all industries will result in a lower the national standard of 
living.7 
It is important to have the right view on what sustainable competitiveness is to avoid 
policies that can hurt competition in the long run. Policies issues to solve a problem in 
one area can have unexpected (maybe negative) consequences in other areas. 8 
His theory is meant as a guideline of how to approach economic policies and he wants 
to show how the theory can help policy-makers looking for the right policies. Today, 
and especially since the beginning of financial crisis, all nations, and we hear about it a 
lot in the EU, are focusing on increasing their competitiveness. He starts with the 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
5 Porter, Michael E. The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p.71 
6 Ibid p.618 
7 Ibid 
8 Ibid, p.619 
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premises of government policies toward industries with 9 important factors to 
remember9: 
1. The Firms are the one competing on the international arena, not nations. 
“Governments simply cannot be as in tune with market forces than industry 
participants, nor can it practically isolate its decisions from political forces that 
distort them”10. Government must create the right environment by amplifying the 
forces of the “diamond”. Nation’s should only play a direct role where the 
companies are unable play theirs such as trade policy. The government should also 
get involved in factors that will benefit the productivity where the firms cannot have 
enough influence to do so themselves. Examples are the education system, 
environmental quality and some types of R&D that can boost productivity.11 
2. Standards of competitive advantage is not set by the nation but by firms in other 
nations. “The skill and motivation of workers elsewhere define what is required at 
home”. This is even truer in an increasingly globalized world. This is why the 
Gallois report and of course a lot of other economic policy analyses always use 
other countries as models, inspiration, examples.  
3. Short term cost advantage often undermine innovation and dynamism because 
competition within the nation is reduced which results in loss of competitiveness on 
the international arena.  
4. National economic prosperity demands industry upgrade.  
5. A nation’s competitive advantage in industries is often geographically concentrated.  
“Internationally successful industries and industry clusters frequently concentrate in a 
city or region, and the bases for advantage are often intensely local.”12  
6. Competitive advantage in a nation is created over a decade, not a 3-4 years business 
cycle. 
It is created through long term education upgrade, skill upgrade, R&D investment which 
from the moment where an idea is born to its full functionality and accessibility, there 
can pass several years. Penetrating foreign markets can also be long term processes 
                                                            
9 Porter, Michael E. The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p.619-621 
10 Ibid p.619-620 
11 Ibid, p.620-1 
12 Ibid p.622 
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depending on the product. However, economic fluctuations always make long term 
investment difficult to maintain and are one of the reasons why short term benefits are 
sometimes prioritized.13  
Porter writes about how the government can do some good in each of the national 
competitive factors mentioned in the Diamond. Some of the factors are left out as they 
are not highly relevant to this case. Some others are directly applicable to the Gallois’ 
report solutions and are therefore discussed in the analysis. Others are, to certain extent, 
relevant to the situation but will be listed and shortly described in the appendix section. 
 
Government effect on factor conditions: 
“To achieve high productivity, firms must have access to an improving pool of 
advanced and specialized human resources, scientific knowledge, economic 
information, infrastructure, and other factors of production.”14 
Factor creation:  
Education and Training: Porter’s stresses several very important points about 
education and training. First the standards should be high, teaching must be viewed as a 
prestigious and valued profession, the majority of students must receive some practical 
orientation along with their education and/or training in order to know what they have to 
focus on and develop an adequate skillset. There should also be respected and high-
quality forms of higher education besides the universities. There should be a close 
connection between educational institutions and employers, the firms must invest 
heavily in ongoing in-house training through industry associations or individually and 
finally immigration policies must allow movement of personnel with specialized 
skills.15 
 
 
 
                                                            
13 Porter, Michael E. The Competitive Advantage of Nations p623 
14 Ibid, p.626 
15 Ibid, p.628-630 
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Government effect on demand conditions 
“The upgrading of competitive advantage in a nation’s industry requires advanced and 
sophisticated home demand. Government policy to affect demand has traditionally 
focused on influencing the overall quantity of domestic demand through government’s 
spending and or manipulating the availability or cost of credit.” 16  Porter’s theory 
suggests a broader role for the governments which consists of focusing mostly on 
demand conditions in particular industry rather than aggregate demand. Because he 
believes that many governments often affect the former in counterproductive ways 
because of an incomplete view. Even worse, he says, are nations following an export 
driven model due to the fact that domestic demand is then ignored and thus limits 
advancements.17 
Regulation of products and processes: Porter mentions how important standards are 
and that it is not a negative government intrusion but on the contrary, forces firm to 
improve quality and be more innovative. Thus giving them an international competitive 
advantage because their products will be more advanced in e.g. quality, environmental 
quality, cleanliness or safety. Governments should however remember that the 
regulations need to be applied rapidly, efficiently and consistently.18  
 
Government effect on related and supporting industries 
Cluster formation: “National advantage resides as much in clusters as in individual 
industries. The presence of world-class buyer, supplier, and related industries in a nation 
triggers self-reinforcing benefits in upgrading competitive advantage in industry. 
Government policy has an important role in nurturing and reinforcing clusters.” 19 
Governments usually don’t have a role in the creation of a cluster but they have 
possibilities of reinforcing them once the cluster exists20.  
                                                            
16 Porter, Michael E. The Competitive Advantage of Nations p.644 
17 Ibid p.644 
18 Ibid p.647-9 
19Ibid, p.655 
20 Ibid p.655-656 
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“A central and government policy toward cluster formation is best directed toward 
encouraging and supporting many localized efforts rather than a few centrally chosen 
ones.”21 
Government effect on Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry 
“Government policy has many influences on the ways firms are created, organized, and 
managed, their goals, and how to compete.”22 
Internationalization: “Sustaining and enhancing competitive advantage requires that a 
nation’s firm take a global strategy. Government policy plays a role in this process, 
through mechanisms such as regulations on foreign direct investment as well as 
exchange and import controls.”23 Preventing firms from internationalization is not the 
right thing to do, the government might save a few job but will inevitably lose more in 
the long run. Porter says that government should look at why firms do not perform well 
enough to then direct their policy towards that, rather than desperately trying to keep 
firms or industries that are not working well.24  
Goals: “Both firms and the individuals that work in them must have goals that 
encourage hard work and sustained commitment to their industry if national advantage 
is to be widespread.”25 Those goals are depending upon a whole lot of factors and many 
of those factors are out of government’s reach. However, government still has a marge 
of maneuvers on the effect they can have on goals. Tax policy is an example of that.26  
Domestic rivalry: Domestic rivalry is a very important point for Porter as it is a way to 
foster innovation and it benefits the national industry and cluster. It helps firms gain 
advantages from other parts of the diamond. “Firms that do not have to compete at 
home (examples of some dominant mergers), rarely succeed abroad.”27 
Porter’s basically uses this section of the book to give examples and arguments as to 
how regulating competition or not enough competition in domestic market is harmful in 
                                                            
21 Porter, Michael E. The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p.656 
22 Ibid p.657 
23 Ibid 
24 Ibid, p.658 
25 Ibid 
26 Ibid, p.658-9 
27 Ibid, p.662 
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many ways as it dampers innovation and firms become less and less productive and 
dynamic which in turn result in fewer sales, etc., etc.  
Porter’s policy suggestion in this case is to eliminate the regulation of industry structure 
and government restrictions on practices associated with innovation. Examples of such 
restrictions can be some labor legislation or restriction of firm’s choice of location. 28 
Porter’s next point is the interaction of protection and domestic rivalry. His main point 
is that in the vast majority of circumstances, protection does not work. In his view, 
protection can be legitimate for a developing country that has an “infant industry” 
which is trying to develop and in such a case, delaying the foreign competition might 
give enough time to the firm to adapt and catch up. But even there, its success depends 
on a number of factors and the protection policy rarely ends up being successful29.  
New business formation: “New business formation is integral to the process of 
upgrading competitive advantage in an economy. Start-up competitors employ new 
technologies, serve new segments, supply needed inputs, or provide specialized 
services. Related diversifiers, who enter a new business from a base in another one, 
bring new skills and resources to bear on industry competition that often spur 
innovation. New business formation is essential to the mutual reinforcement of the 
national “diamond” and the formation of clusters.”30 Porter does not develop much on 
this part. He basically expresses that subsidies do not work, that government should 
liberalize the market and not protect the existing competitors and favor new firms but 
not by subsidizing.31  
Trade policy: “Remedies should be concentrated on the dismantling of barriers, not on 
directly regulating exports or imports.” Regulating the market and restraint agreements 
are ineffective and end up being very costly for the consumer32. 
 
 
                                                            
28 Porter, Michael E. The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p.664 
29 Ibid, p.665 
30 Ibid, p.668 
31 Ibid, p.668 
32 Ibid p.669 
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Critic of Porter’s competitive advantage of nations: 
The conclusion of the assessment is mainly positive. The author is impressed by how 
applicable the theory is, how useful it is to companies, industries and nations. The main 
negative assessments are about how, when Porter tries to go further in details, he has 
problems arguing and applying his theory.33 
 
Another main critic is about how the theory lacks explanation for national economic 
development. It is therefore difficult for governments, despite the appeal, to be 
persuaded that policies and measures suggested by Porter will work when the 
explanation about consequences and impact of those policies are not thorough enough 
for national economic development. “Hence, despite the novelty and the appeal of many 
of Porter's recommendations for government policy, the persuasiveness of his 
prescriptions is limited by doubts as to whether his analysis is adequate in explaining 
economic development at the national level.”34 
 
More generally, it is said that because the scope of the book is so ambitious that it 
naturally comes with shortcomings in theory, exposition and empirical analysis. The 
concept’s definitions are sometimes adjusted to fit the theory and part of the analysis.  
The last main critic is that repetition often observed in the book. Porter has a tendency 
to repeat concepts, statements and ideas in different words through different chapters.35   
 
There are two concepts are interesting to look at when looking at the European level of 
competition 
• The Single European Market: The single market is an important aspect. Indeed the 
more integrated the market, the more fierce competition becomes. Industries need to be 
more productive and innovative. The most competitive industries of Europe are the 
winners as other countries will choose to outsource part of their industries to the most 
competitive countries or they will choose to import instead of producing. The EMU has 
accelerated this process and countries had to be quick to react to new rules, new 
member states and just new factors in general. France has obviously failed in adapting 
                                                            
33 Grant, Robert M. "Porter’s Competitive Advantage of Nations : An Assessment. P.547 
34 Ibid p.548 
35 Ibid 
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quick enough and taking preemptive measures to ensure to sustainability of its industry 
and its overall competitiveness.  
• Intergovernmentalism: If the market integration means tougher competitiveness, 
France might choose to focus on regaining its competitiveness and therefore resist 
integration and long for less and less integration to focus on the health of its economy, 
starting with protecting its industry. Intergovernmentalism argues that the member 
states in the EU are the primary actors of EU integration and that they therefore control 
the level of integration36. Intergovernmentalism can therefore help explaining how, if 
member states are doing badly economically because they lack competitiveness, 
especially major ones such as France or Italy, it might ultimately result in a trend of 
lower desires for integration (euroskepticism) which will have consequences for the 
whole EU. 
  
                                                            
36 Policy-making in the EU, p.19. 
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ANALYSIS 
1) What is the status of the French (and to some extent the European) 
industrial competitiveness?  
 
The report is one ordered by the prime minister about the situation in the French 
industry and the obstacles to better competitiveness. One of the goal of the report was 
first to draw the attention on the French industry and how it is the key to most of 
France’s economic problems and that competitiveness in its industry is vital. 
Loss of competitiveness and industrial share 
The report starts saying that all indicators confirm it, the competitiveness of the French 
industry is decreasing since the last decade and the movement seems to accelerate. The 
shrinking of the industrial weight in the French GDP is faster than in almost all the 
European neighbors ; The increasing trade deficit shows the difficulties that France has 
competing against the best European industries as well as against the emerging 
economies. 37 
The loss of industrial competitiveness is a sign of a global loss of the French economy. 
Because the industry does not develop by itself: it is depending on other sectors of the 
economy, the services and particularly the energy; it also depends on the environment 
created by the public policies, the spending dynamics or functioning of public services, 
on big infrastructures as well as the education and research apparatuses and the job 
market. This competitiveness loss is, for most of it, a result of the public spending 
imbalances as well as the unemployment rate; it is limiting France’s range of maneuvers 
in Europe and in the world; it is threatening its living standards as well as its social 
protection; it reduces the growing capacity of the economy.38 
The re-conquest of the industrial competitiveness must therefore be considered as the 
economic priority of France as it conditions all the rest.    
                                                            
37 Rapport Gallois, p.5 
38 Ibid 
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The object of the report, beyond providing a diagnostic, is to propose a series of 
coherent measures, serving as a base, a foundation for a pact among every actor for the 
industrial re-conquest of France.39  
Key concept of the report is this “Trust package” that Mr. Gallois refers to quite often 
and that, in his view is absolutely vital if France is to regain its strong industry. He 
quotes “redresser la compétitivité en France demandent un consensus, chacun doit y 
mettre du sien et partager l’effort ainsi que les éventuels bénéfices”40 meaning that to 
reverse to competitiveness requires consensus and everybody must invest themselves 
and share the efforts as well as the eventual benefits. He talks more about how the 
situation is like in France with no one trusting each other that there is no trust and 
therefore and not enough cooperation. There is no sense a common effort.  
Numbers 
He starts very early with the report by showing how “bad” the situation is by showing 
different numbers and statistics such as the share of the industry in France and how it 
decreased the last decades. The number of jobs lost in the industry, the lost export share, 
the trade deficit etc. He often compares it to Germany.   
-Trade balance in FR: in 2002, + 3,5 billion€ and then in 2011: a trade deficit of -71,5 
billion€ 
-Industrial share of the economy (not counting construction): It went from 18% in the 
year 2000 to 12,5% in 2011. 15th in the Eurozone country rank. He compares with for 
example Germany which has an industrial share of 26,2% or even Italy which has a 
share of 18,6%. 
-Number of jobs in the industry (not counting production): in 1980, 26% of the jobs 
were provided by the industry. Only 12,6% in 2011. Approximately 2 millions in 30 
years.  
-Intra EU export market share : it has decreased since the year 2000 to finally reach 
9,6% in 2011. Germany’s has increased since 2000 and is now at a staggering 22,4%41 
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Who is competing? 
The report claims that the French industry is not that different from the German one. 
However the French industry focuses more on the “medium range” products (milieu de 
gamme, in quality as well as in innovation. This has made France very sensitive to price 
concurrence. Plus the costs of producing are generally higher than in other EU 
countries. Therefore France has been particularly sensitive to the Euro inflation.42  
The report often uses the German industry as a benchmark and presents it as one of the 
main competitors of the French industry. The German industry is positioned on a higher 
quality range which makes it less sensitive to the price factor. Germany has made big 
efforts, namely on the transfer of a part of the social charges on the fiscal combined 
with a politics of wage moderation along the last decade. The report however mentions 
that it is also important to mention that the services sector is largely deregulated; it 
offers very low wages which participate to the global competitiveness but would be 
considered unacceptable in France. But this has allowed Germany to increase its 
margins, increase its investments and thus its comparative advantage.43  
The report mentions that another main competitor group (and thus a reason for France 
loss of industry share) are the emerging countries as well as other Eastern and southern 
European countries which benefit from a unit labor cost lower than the French industry. 
This allows them to reinforce their competitiveness-price and/or invest in order to 
themselves go progressively up in quality range.44  
 
Price and no-price competition : 
Facing this competition, the French industry has been compelled to hold on to its price 
competition at the expense of the “no-price competition”. The no-price competition is 
about investment to achieve innovation, higher productivity, higher quality, services etc. 
The French industry was compelled to simply reduce their margins (to lower their price 
and keep up with the price competition) which reduced its capacity for “auto financing” 
i.e. invest in themselves in order to, in the longer run, achieve competitiveness (through 
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quality, innovation, productivity, etc.) and be able to compete with the best European 
industries. Only a few exceptions are able to go up in quality range (nuclear, pharmacy, 
aeronautics, luxurious products,..).45  
The report mentions another main problem: the structural weaknesses. The essential 
macroeconomic factors, specially the weight of the tax system which is due to a high 
level of public spending. He talks about the “administrative layer cake” and how the 
“cult of regulations” coupled with its instability is also a great handicap.46  
Handicap blocks 
The report goes on describing the “handicaps” of the French industry, i.e. the obstacles 
to competitiveness and the industry in general. The report talks about “handicap 
blocks”. The first one (A) discusses the R&D problems. That the public R&D is 
performing enough, not big enough but that the biggest problem is about the private 
R&D, the one performed by the company themselves. He mentions Sweden and 
Germany and how their industries benefited from private R&D. There is also talk about 
inadequate formation. The newly graduated students and people who take a formation to 
work in the industry in general do not meet the need of the industry. He adds another 
big problem that the industry has become much less attractive to young people. The 
young labor force wants to avoid working in the industry.47  
The 2nd “handicap block” (B) mentions the difficulty that the companies have to get 
loans from banks. He also mentions a flagrant lack of investments in general which 
impedes to growing of SMEs and innovating actors.48  
Handicap block C49, the 3rd argues that the French industry is divided between : 
-On the one hand, the big firms, with international aspirations, who perform a growing 
part of their activities outside of France for reasons such as market, costs or access to 
technologic resources. 
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-On the other hand, the many SMEs. France has a good capacity for company creation 
but those companies do not manage to grow. 
 
The report stresses the importance of the industrial intermediate sized enterprises (ETI), 
capable of innovation, new product development and to export. Those are the strengths 
of e.g. the Italian or German industrial tissue and are largely insufficient in France.  
Then there is a problem that, according to the report, is of main importance: There is a 
staggering lack of solidarity and cooperation in the industry, among firms, suppliers, 
intermediaries, etc.  
A lack of solidarity in the industrial « tissue ». In a market based economy, it is normal 
that firms don’t give each other any flowers but they can recognize the fact that there 
are some common interests and cooperate. They do not do it enough in France 
compared to Italy or Germany. Every company which supplies French corporations as 
well as American or German corporations say they can see the difference.  
Another main problem is that France has not managed to keep some key elements after 
outsourcings. Outsourcing has too often concerned the whole “channel” or industrial 
process, compared to other countries that managed to keep some critical elements on 
their soil (high technology, assembling).50 
The handicap block D51 is about social dialogue and the conditions of the job market.  
« Dialogue social de mauvaise qualité, pas de confiance, méfiance, incapacité à 
résoudre les problèmes et a anticipé les changements. »52,  « A bad quality social 
dialogue, no trust, inability to resolve the problems and anticipate changes ». The social 
dialogue in France has big difficulties to engage in discussion early enough about the 
problems linked to changes to firms and their environment are experiencing. The 
dialogues are unfruitful and no strategies or solutions come out of it. The report 
mentions how important this factor is and mentions Denmark as an example of 
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successful social dialogues which are extremely beneficial for the job market and 
economy in general.53  
Another problem is the rigidity of the regular working contracts (CDI) in France. Firms 
find this contract too rigid and therefore offer working contract with insufficient 
security, CDI, internships, temp agencies, etc.).54 
How to fight deindustrialization? 
Use Northern Italy, Germany and Sweden as examples/models. It is not possible to 
import a whole system but it is certainly possible to import some successful elements of 
them. Secondly, France must be conscious of its assets and assert them. Those are 
performing on the world stage: the cultural industry, luxurious industry, pharmaceutical, 
aeronautics, nuclear and tourism. It is also the big corporations which give a 
competitive advantage. The 200 biggest companies make 62% of the industrial research 
and 50% of the exports.55   
 
Point of view of the magazine  “The Economist” 
France has neither performed brilliantly of disastrously but somewhere in between since 
the arrival of the euro. It suffered much less in 2008-09 from the financial crisis than 
Britain. The article points out the fact that the French economy had been declining for 
many years but it became obvious with the arrival of the Euro. Since two decades and 
even more, France has always relied on public spending to stimulate growth. “The 
budget hasn’t been balanced in any single year since 1974.”France’s public spending 
accounts for almost 57% of the GDP which is above Sweden and far above Germany. 
“It is hard to conclude that the size of the French public sector has become a deadweight 
dragging down growth.”56 
“The European Commission says that between 2005 and 2010, France’s share of world 
exports shrank by almost 20%, a decline exceeded within the Eurozone only by 
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Greece.” 57  A decade ago the current account was showing surplus and now, it is 
showing the biggest deficit, in cash terms, of the Eurozone.58 The measures taken by the 
new president sent a wrong signal to the other countries as the President Hollande 
decided bring retirement age back to 60 for some workers, so did the reversal of a 
measure which was taken by Sarkozy which would transfer a part of the social charge 
from the firms to value added tax charged on import and consumption rather than 
exports and employment.  This actively made things worse.59  
Basically, this article seem to think to Hollande is making things worse. However, they 
mention how the government seems to have awakened and realize the gravity of the 
situation. The public spending needs to be cut and labor more flexible. The article 
brings forward some worrisome numbers. The whole special report about France being 
a time bomb at the heart of Europe60 shocked quite a lot of people in France but that 
might be needed for the population to understand that some things have to change. This 
is probably the most alarming and almost provoking article of the whole special report 
about France. It, however, ends with the notion that France could be “too big to fail”. 
Another article from the Economist has a different approach, where they present the 
situation by telling the positive and negative aspects. Since most of the information in 
the news currently is negative, it is good to remind the good sides of a country’s 
economic situation. Here are the facts presented: “It (France) is the world’s fifth-biggest 
economy and sixth-biggest exporter. In the first half of 2012 it was the fourth-biggest 
recipient of foreign direct investment. It has more big multinational companies in the 
global Fortune 500 than Britain. The French are especially strong in top-end goods and 
services: luxury goods, food processing, pharmaceuticals, fashion. The infrastructure, 
especially in transport and energy, is second to none. Although many universities are 
mediocre, the grandes écoles, such as the Polytechnique and the HEC business school, 
are world class. The health system is widely admired. And unlike most other European 
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countries France has a relatively favorable demographic outlook, with a birth rate just 
above replacement level.61 
 
An article in Financial times expresses quite the same ideas as The Economist and 
shows great concern about the future of the Euro because of France. They also show 
many alarming numbers and write why the crisis in France is so severe and can/will 
have disastrous consequences for the whole EMU.62 
On an interview of John Peet, the author of the article in The Economist, a French 
journalist asks him question about the reasons behind writing about France, the 
provocative title, etc. The author explains that they had not made a dossier about France 
in a while and they are preoccupied by the French situation. He expresses his fear that 
France was in the denial. France denies the severity of the economic crisis it is facing 
and does not do any structural reforms while Italy, Spain and Portugal for example have 
“realized” the gravity of their situation and have undertaken many necessary structural 
measures. The author also points out that the situation is worsened given the importance 
that France has for the Euro and the EU in general. The author then points out the 
important fact that they finished their articles three weeks before the Gallois report 
came out and thus before the government subsequently expressed their will to 
implement most of the measure suggested as well as admitted realizing the severity of 
the situation in the French industry (and what it involves and affects).63 
French industrial competitiveness by the EU commission, Directorate-General of 
Enterprise and Industry  
The report issued by the Directorate-General of Enterprise and Industry of the European 
Commission is a thorough analysis of the competitiveness in each member states. They 
are using specific criteria and applying them systematically to each MS.  
                                                            
61 "So much to do, so little time" The Economist 17 Nov. 2012: <http://www.economist.com/news/special-report/21566233-france-slowly-heading-
towards-crisis-says-john-peet-can-country-be-reformed>. Acc.22/05/13 
62 http://finance.fortune.cnn.com/2013/01/09/france-economy-crisis/ Acc. 23/05/13 
63 http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/economie/20121115.OBS9641/the-economist-nous-avons-termine-notre-dossier-avant-le-rapport-gallois.html 
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The report mentions the alarming numbers also mentioned by the Gallois report and 
other analysis of the French economy. They describe the nature of the French industry 
such as sectorial specialization as well as known strengths and weaknesses.  
Common facts mentioned are e.g. the high productivity level in France but that on the 
other hand the employment legislation remains protective and the minimum wage is one 
of the highest in Europe.64 
France is one of the countries which have improved the fastest between 2008 and 2010 
with R&D expenditure, cluster policy, universities investments, help to new enterprises 
etc., they are however not yet at the same level of the “innovation leaders”. The 
adequacy between skill teaching and education in general with the industries and jobs in 
general is also a topic brought up. (This topic is one of the important suggestions in the 
Gallois report.65  
The report even mentions how important it is that the social contributions on labor are 
transferred to other form of taxation in order not to weigh less on growth and external 
competitiveness (export). The new government reversed the measure that Sarkozy had 
taken to remedy this, which the Gallois report, the economist articles and this report all 
criticize66. Another important point mentioned is how important the financing is in 
general and how “credit tightening” would have very negative consequences for 
investments in general. 67 
The EU crisis and industrial competitiveness 
The crisis started with the financial turmoil of 2007 and 2008. This was due to the 
collapse of the US sub-prime-loan market in August 2007 after people with poor credit 
rating were granted loans and could not pay them back when the house market 
plummeted. The IMF estimated the loss of about 1,4 trillion $ which caused a global 
credit crunch. The Euro area entered in recession for the first time.68 “The sovereign 
debt crisis that broke out in Greece at the end of 2009 is fundamentally due to the 
precarious integration of peripheral countries in the Eurozone. Its immediate causes, 
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however, lie in the crisis of 2007-9.”69Greece showed a debt which became larger than 
the GDP and realized they would need bailouts. Spain, Portugal and Italy followed and 
each got one bailout, while Greece got several. Now there is fear that Italy and even 
France might need a bailout in the near future.70 Unemployment is rising is most MSs 
and reaching staggering percentages in Spain and Greece. Austerity in Greece does not 
seem to work and populations as well as government are starting to ask themselves 
whether austerity actually might make things worse since it does not stimulate, actually, 
it does the opposite, growth, export, innovation, investment, etc. Greece had to take the 
austerity measures to get the bailout however the money was just transferred to Greece 
and several days later back to the central bank to pay off the interests of the debt. No 
investment whatsoever, therefore, no possibility of growth.71 Greece is the extreme 
example of what is happening in the other peripheral countries (Italy, Spain, Portugal, 
etc.) and soon France.  
“The industrial policies of many west European countries rested nationalization, 
selective intervention, indicative planning, encouragement of concentration and 
economies of scale and support of ‘national champions’.” 72Those policies are now rare 
in Europe and single European act and more specifically the EU competition rules seek 
to hinder all the typical obstacle to competition such as monopoly, oligopoly, cartels, 
restrictive practices, market sharing, subsidies and state protection. 73 However they 
mention that “although these industrial policies became discredited, they still attract 
some support among trade union and national politicians and have re-emerged in 
response to 2008-9 recession.”74 Competition is being distorted by governments for 
alternative goals. There, we observe the conflict between European interest and national 
interest.  
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2) What solutions are being implemented and suggested, on EU and national 
level (in France) 
Table 1: Challenges and solutions according to the Gallois report.  
Challenges – National level Solutions - National level 
Unstable policies resulting in unstable business 
environment which impedes clarity, investment, 
hiring prospects, etc.  
Public spending too high and fiscally inefficient 
-The state promises to not modify five devices which 
are about innovation, new businesses, the tax rate for 
companies and two others also good for competitive 
advantage.75 
-Tranfer a part of the social charges  to reduce public 
spending and introduce more efficient  tax system 
The labor dialogues are inefficient and thus harmful 
to the competition. There is a lack of trust and 
therefore cooperation between the employers and 
employees  
Social dialogue need to be engaged early in the firm’s 
strategic moves to anticipate changes better. 
-More dialogue between the parties. More employee 
representation in the big firms. (introducing a council 
in firms with more than 5000 employees with a good 
share of employees that can represent the will of the 
labor force. 
-Authorize a representative of the employees to be 
head of the corporate committee to encourage more 
involvement and responsibility taking in the firm by 
the employees. 
Export is also a key to economic dynamism and needs 
to be stimulated 
Innovation is important and the actors, especially 
research institution financed by the public sector need 
to have some budget security 
Need to stimulate innovation and SMEs  
 
-Set some clear condition for export quantity and rate, 
etc.  for credit conditions and export guarantees and 
create a public direct lender. 
- Guaranteeing the same budget allocation to public 
research in the years to come 
-Install an orientation mechanism of the public 
purchase/spending  towards innovation and SME’s 
prototypes 
Need for more ETI (intermediary sized enterprises). 
Need to coordinate and favor cooperation between 
SMEs and big firms. 
-Install the equivalent of the “Small Business Act” 
which favor cooperation and ameliorate relations 
between big and small businesses 
Not enough solidarity among the industrial sectors -The state can launch big programs which makes 
many sectors of the industry cooperate (programs 
such as a new high tech plane or car). 
-Give more means to the “sectorial committees” 
which have a role of reinforcing cooperation and 
direction of the different industrial sector. 
Education has to be consistent with the needs of the 
industrial world. Make a rapprochement between the 
education system and the enterprises..  
Being able to give new formation to the employees to 
adapt to the changes that the company faces and to the 
job market demand in general 
-Systematize the presence of enterprises in the 
governance of teaching on the establishments’ level 
as well as regional and national level. 
-Double the number of dual training76 during the 5 
years. 
-Discuss with social partners the modality of crediting 
an account per employee in the beginning of active 
work life for the purpose of formation and training 
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A more dynamic financing for the industry -Settle on rules about payments between firms e.g. 
suppliers and client firms and have effective sanctions 
for delayed payments.  
-Regulating the industrial financing through insurance 
companies, banks, credit lenders, share management 
-Better public and private funds cooperation to help 
support companies in strong needs of investment at 
the moment of an industrialization of an innovative 
product. 
Preparing for the future, investing today in tomorrow 
technologies 
Energy is also a key to a country’s economy 
-Giving the CGI (institution responsible for general 
investments on national level) three priorities: -
generic technologies, - health and “life economy”, -
energy transition, saving and green industries 
- Focus a research on extraction techniques of shale 
gas 
Develop more territorial solidarity  Give more responsibilities to the Régions77 to 
promote innovation and industrial development and 
more 
Challenges – European level Solutions – European level 
European competition policies need to be at the 
service of competitiveness. Policies needs to serve 
competitiveness . 
All European decisions about competition need to be 
submitted to an expert advisor in economics and 
industry.78 
The whole EU needs to be more competitive to retain 
or gain their share of the world’s market.  
A stronger internal market is one solution that has 
been implemented and is being worked on.79  
Need for European policies in matters of energy and 
raw material for long term competitiveness through 
more energetic independence 
The energy transition in Europe must be managed in a 
coherent way.80 
Need for European research programs due to their 
generation of innovation and European ambitions.81  
France could suggest some new major programs (or 
Europeanized current ones) in new technology 
domains that could be taken on a European level82. 
Need for consistent external trade policies and “fair 
openness”83 
France could take the initiative to suggest to other 
member states and the Commission having a clear 
politic leading to precise measures about this “fair 
openness” and external trade.84 
Foreign monetary policy must serve growth. A strong 
Euro has made the weak weaker and the strong 
stronger.85 
The price competing countries need to suggest a 
lowering of the € value from 1,3 to 1,15 or 1,2.86  
                                                            
77 The French territory is divided into 27 regions (22 in mainland and 5 outer seas.) 
78 the Rapport Gallois, 5 Nov 2012.p49 
79 Ibid p.47 
80 Ibid 
81 Ibid p.48 
82 France has a history of major national programs such as space launching which has shown which ”pulled up” the industry and technological 
development as such programs pull sand regroup sectors, firms and different actors and their capacities. Airbus is an example of successful European 
cooperation due to high technology savoir-faire. 
83 Meaning no Member states should benefit without giving in return. No member states should feel like others are taking advantage of it. Fair access 
to European public market, control of foreign investment to avoid other countries taking over our technologic edge, respecting the grand international 
conventions about safety, child labor, environment regulations etc, protection of intellectual property.  
84 the Rapport Gallois, 5 Nov 2012.p50 
85 Countries competing on prices have suffered from a strong euro. Countries that kept a different advantage and thus added value in other ways have 
benefitted. A strong euro also reduced the import cost without harming their export rate for those countries.  The price competing countries lose more 
and more of their margins and make it more interesting to import products which are competing against local products.   
86 the Rapport Gallois, 5 Nov 2012.p51 
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Broad European Solutions:  
In the book “Economics of the EU” 87, they mention some measures that are or need to 
be or the agenda for growing Europe. The first three connect completely with the ideas 
suggested in the Gallois report about the EU. The first is about making the single 
European market more dynamic. The second includes investment in innovation. The 
third is about better management of the EMU to provide stability and growth.  
Government decision of following the report and implementing measures: 
The government plans to follow almost the entire report’s recommendations which 
include88: 
-Making the VAT higher to finance the “jump-start” of the French industrial 
competitiveness. 
-The government will set 20 billion € to boost firms’ competitiveness under the form of 
tax credit (credit d’impôts) which will be financed by a lowering of public spending and 
the higher VAT. On the other hand, the government will ask the firms to show full 
transparency when it comes to how the money stemming from the tax credit is spent.  
-SMEs financing: 500 millions € for the SMEs having treasury problems and concrete 
measures to guarantee the SMEs and ETIs have access to the finances they need. 
-Education and training of the young: Bring the number of trainees up to 500 000. The 
prime minister has also expressed that this was a very important point and that more 
efforts will be made.  
 
Critics of the Gallois report: 
Many economists find the report satisfying and quite good, although some are quite 
skeptics on where to find the finances for some of the measures, most find it good as a 
whole or at least agree with most of the report.89 
The entrepreneurs think the measures about the lowering of social charges are extremely 
urgent. The trade unions claim that the lack of competitiveness does not come from a 
high labor cost; they therefore disagree with those measures of the report. The center 
                                                            
87 Artis, Michael J., and F. I. Nixson. The Economics of the European Union: Policy and Analysis. P.409-410 
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and right wing parties call out Holland to apply the measures of the report urgently and 
mention that they fully agree with the report in general.90 
The main policy suggestion of the report is to transfer 30 billion€ of the social burden 
from companies to consumers. This is a policy that is quite radical and the most difficult 
to agree upon since far from everybody agrees with it. In fact the budget minister, as 
well as the social affairs minister, disagree with this as their government already has 
raised the taxes for 2013, they do not want to add a burden on the 
individuals/consumers. 91  Other economists claim that relieving the tax burden on 
companies will not necessarily result in more hiring and investment with a lowering of 
the prices but it will more likely result in the management and shareholders earning 
more money.92 
 
3) What perspective can Porter bring to the French competitiveness 
problem with his theory of comparative advantage of nations? 
 
It is not very relevant to categorize Gallois’s solutions and challenges into the diamond 
categories (factor and demand conditions, etc.) as the boundaries of the determinants are 
not clear and most of the report’s suggestion can be put in several categories/factors.     
Government policies toward national industries; their role, possible influence and 
importance.  
 “New business formation is necessary to create jobs for new persons entering the 
workforce, to replace any jobs freed up by productivity gains in other successful 
industries, and to replace jobs lost in less productive industries that become 
uncompetitive. The proper role for government policy toward a nation’s industry is to 
stimulate such dynamism and upgrading. Government’s aim should be to create an 
environment in which firms can upgrade competitive advantages in established 
industries by introducing more sophisticated technology and methods and penetrating 
more advanced segments. Government policy should also support the ability of the 
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nation’s firms to enter new industries where higher productivity can be achieved than in 
positions ceded in less productive industries and segments”93. This joins the topics 
discussed in the Gallois report and the suggestions to governments. Favor business 
creation and entrepreneurship to create jobs. More flexibility in the industry and 
workforce to adapt to high and low competitive sectors. Take measures to encourage 
innovation and investment in research, etc. to increase productivity.  
Porter’s mentions that the usual steps taken by governments are/can be devaluation, 
deregulation, privatization, promotion of interfirm collaboration, encouragement of 
mergers, tax reform, regional development, efforts to improve the education system, 
more investment in research, funding for new enterprises. 94 Many of the 
abovementioned join the policies suggested by the Gallois report.  
National economic prosperity demands industry upgrade is a crucial topic of the Gallois 
report about investing in the industries to “monter en gamme” (product quality going up 
as well as the price, i.e., product/quality upgrading). Otherwise firms start to engage into 
low price strategy and are very sensitive to tariffs and eventual competition from 
emerging countries that will have no difficulty competing about prices.  
A nation’s competitive advantage in industries is often geographically concentrated as 
Porter puts it, “Internationally successful industries and industry clusters frequently 
concentrate in a city or region, and the bases for advantage are often intensely local.”95 
This joins another stressed point of the Gallois report about the “pôles de compétitivité” 
(competitive poles) which are areas in France (clusters) where a business, related 
industry is regrouped with universities, research institutes, suppliers, export firms, 
manufacturing factories etc. 
Government effect on factor conditions: 
Factor creation:  
Education and Training: This is the part where Porter stresses the importance of 
education, trainings, formation and how adequate they need to be in order to ensure the 
industry has the skillset they are in need of.  
                                                            
93 Porter, Michael E. The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p.618 
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Many of those criteria are not met in France and are as a matter of fact in the center of 
debates in France and of course in the Gallois report also. Teachers in France are 
undermined. Moreover, there is a problem of inadequacy between the educational 
institutions and the needs of the industries which stems from a lack of communication 
and cooperation with the industry. The universities and schools that one attends in 
France must be highly regarded. If the school is not famous or respected, neither will be 
the outgoing student’s skillset. The society needs to revalue education and jobs which 
are nowadays not seen as prestigious but are of extreme importance for the economy 
and notably the industry.  
 
Government effect on demand conditions  
Regulation of products and processes: Porter claims that regulations can be good if 
applied consistently, early and efficiently otherwise they will have a bad influence of 
the competitiveness of the industry. This is another capital point of the Gallois report. 
How the regulations and processes are damaging to the business environment, the 
competition and investments. The government sets many of the regulations and many of 
those regulations have a big influence in the business environment. They can be about 
product standards about inter firm competition, about working conditions of employees, 
etc.. Gallois accuses the government of clouding the business environment with over 
regulation which makes it more difficult for key business actors (such as entrepreneurs, 
investors, managers, banks, etc.).  
Government effect on related and supporting industries 
Cluster formation: This joins one of the Gallois report about the “pôles de 
compétitivité” which are geographical clusters but not always involving industries. It 
can be a gathering of research institutions, universities, think-tanks, etc. They play a 
very important role in France, however, Gallois stresses the fact that the public/private 
cooperation is not strong enough and therefore, the clusters could be much more 
productive than they are today if managed properly. Porter sees that the best thing the 
government can do here is to encourage and support many local efforts (hence Gallois’s 
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suggestion about delegating some of the influence to a more local level) rather than 
supporting the few big ones. 
Government effect on Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry 
“Government policy has many influences on the ways firms are created, organized, and 
managed, their goals, and how to compete.”96 
Goals: Porter here sees important that the government, through the firms, can promote 
hard work and sustained commitment to an industry The Gallois report discusses this 
problem a lot, how there is a lack of solidarity and people need to find this feeling of 
solidarity, trust, hard work, science, etc. again..  
Domestic rivalry: Protection often makes the firm unable to engage in true 
restructuring to gain true competitive advantage and instead let them stay in a position 
where they lack strength but protection allows them to stay a longer in those position97. 
This is another crucial aspect of the state of the French economy. Even the Gallois 
report mentions how firms are unable to adapt because of overregulation, restriction, 
protection, labor union strikes etc. France has many examples of different industries and 
here under, firms, that are unable to make the necessary changes to keep or gain their 
competitive advantage.  
New business formation: The Gallois report naturally emphasizes the role of new 
business in creating work and boosting innovation and has some policy suggestions 
related to it. Porter also mentions how vital new business formation is for the economy 
and of course the competitiveness as it creates jobs, new technology, new segments, 
new skills and serves innovation very well98  
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4) What are the solutions to regain dynamism in the French industry 
which match up with Porter’s theory and how relevant is Porter to this 
case country? 
 
Broad solutions and challenges mentioned by Porter but not addressed in the report 
One could find examples of broad challenges that might not be addressed specifically in 
the report but addressed in Porter’s theory. However, the suggestions of the report are 
made specifically for France, they are the most important ones (destined to remedy to 
biggest problems) and they are addressed to the current government and therefore only 
concern the four coming years and require years of expertise in the French economy, 
system and structures to know what could be ameliorated without having negative 
consequences on another industry, segment, market, economic aspect.  Another point is 
that many of the big problems in France are known and acknowledged but the 
population or some associations, groups, minorities, political party is resisting the 
necessary change thus making it very difficult to implement necessary policy measures.  
To resume Porter’s theory support the following ideas of the report:  
-Education adequacy with job demand, industry demand.  
-Philosophy that the government has a role of creating the best environment to upgrade 
competitive advantage, form new business, innovate, etc.  
-Favor cluster formation and have government help many localized effort rather than the 
big ones. 
-All market regulation need to be effective and consistent and the government should 
make sure it won’t have any negative consequences on the industry. 
-Employees, firms and the whole industry in general need to have proper goals. There 
needs to be solidarity, trust, hard work, commitment, etc. The government can have 
policies that could influence this through the firms.  
-Protection often has negative effects and does not often work. Rules and agreements 
from government, trade unions in general will only slow the firm’s bankruptcy where 
instead efforts could be transferred to more productive firms, segments, industries, jobs 
etc.  
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-Government has to favor business formation and it boosts innovation and creates jobs.  
-The need for effective regulation the industrial financing through insurance companies, 
banks, credit lenders, share management 
-The need for better public and private funds cooperation to help support companies in 
strong needs of investment at the moment of an industrialization of an innovative 
product can be applied to Porter’s discussion about Capital as one of the parts of factor 
conditioning.99 
 
It is important to observe that even if Gallois’s and Porter’s view on competitive 
challenges match up, only Gallois can give the specific solutions and policy 
suggestions. Porter can be used for in this case to validate the specific suggestions with 
his broad suggestions and see if they match since he cannot be as specific on the 
solutions on a particular country in a particular context.  
Yet, Porter’s theory is meant to be applicable on any developed economy. Therefore, if 
national policy suggestions such as the ones of the Gallois report can be matched up 
with the policy suggestions of Porter’s theory, logically, Gallois’s solutions which 
match up with Porter (the suggestions mentioned above) can be applicable to any 
developed economy, therefore applicable to any EU member states. 
Porter however does not discuss or at least not specifically enough important topic  
-Tax burden on companies  
-The need for SME’s to grow and the need for ETIs who play an important role in 
employment, investment and innovation. 
-The need for more dynamic financing with measures such as rules on inter firms 
payments 
-The role of the EU and specifically the EMU and SEM role in the member states 
industrial competitiveness. 
In general, Porter, due to the ambitious broadness of his theory is far from specific 
enough in his suggestions for governments. They can be used as general guidelines in 
                                                            
99 Porter, Michael E. The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p.638-9 
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some cases (but not all) and sometimes cannot be applied or simply does not address 
some of the issue that France and Europe in general is facing.  
If we then look at the challenges that the EU is facing regarding its responsibility 
towards its member states industrial competitiveness, Porter can of course not be as 
specific as to mention the EU but many of his concepts can be applied (always to a 
certain extent).  
-EU currency policy discussed in the report can be applied to Porter’s discussion about 
currency devaluating on national level and the negative effects it can have on long-term 
productivity.100 
-The “fair openness” is a concept discussed in the report by Gallois about the EU 
internal market. Porter’s view on trade policy can be applied to a certain extent to the 
European single market. Dismantling barrier and avoiding export and import quotas as 
Porter states that those are unproductive.101 
-Launching European programs (Airbus plane, space program, Cern’s supercollider) 
that would stimulate actors in research and manufacturing in different member states of 
the EU and boost innovation as well as reinforce cooperation can be described as 
creating government procurement to boost competitiveness as suggested by Porter. 
-Making the EU’s industrial competitiveness better by reinforcing the single market is 
an ongoing process which has been pointed out by Gallois. The EU as a whole unifying 
itself could be compared to a country making its home market more competitive and use 
this competitive advantage to export more to non EU members. This would then join the 
discussion by Porter about the importance of domestic rivalry to gain competitive 
advantage thus being more successful on foreign markets.  
-Gallois’s main EU policy suggestion is that the EU needs to be aware of its policies’ 
consequences on its member states’ industries. Porter would here agree since he writes 
plenty about how policy-makers need to be aware on any policy’s unexpected negative 
effects on the industry.  
-Porter makes no mention about energy policies at all. The report nevertheless insists on 
the need of France to research shale gas exploitation or the EU to have a coherent 
energy policy.  
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There again, it is witnessed that Porter’s concepts can be used only to a certain extent 
and can be applied for the EU case but not specifically enough. This shows how 
surprisingly applicable, broad and relevant his theory is, still today, but it does lacks 
accuracy and specificity and it could be argued that some of the concepts used in his 
theory are outdated, at least when talking about the EU. The fact that an EU member 
state can rely upon both its government and the EU is a factor that is not addressed at all 
despite its importance in today’s economic climate in Europe.  
However, the other side of the argument about Porter’s theory relevance is that strong 
internal market confronts the members to their own competitiveness in comparison to 
others and urges the need to improve national competitiveness compare to the EU 
standards. Porter might therefore be much more relevant than previously assumed. The 
strong Euro has reinforced and accentuated the competitive advantage and weaknesses 
of each member states. The ones doing best such as Netherlands or Germany are 
countries with high productivity and that have managed to add value to their product 
and therefore not competing only on price. The Gallois report therefore mentions how 
the euro has accentuated the strengths and weaknesses of each member states and it is 
therefore very important, still today, to focus on national competitiveness if one wants 
to have its piece of the “export cake”.  The weight distribution between what France 
needs to do and what the EU needs to do seem fair. Nevertheless, there are lots of more 
vague and general solutions to the competitiveness problems, both on EU and national 
level. EU has a huge potential and therefore has the responsibility to make sure there is 
balance between the countries and not such a gap between the worst and best 
economies. Many if not most of the national solutions mentioned here and the more 
general solutions of the problems mentioned in the report, as well as solutions 
mentioned by Porter as in how the government can help creating an industrial 
competitive advantage, can be applied on the European level.  
Porter therefore stays relevant, not only because the competitiveness has become more 
important in the EU member states (therefore still on national level), but also because 
his theory on government effect can be, for the most part, adapted to a regional entity 
such as the European Union. 
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Conclusion  
 
The situation in France is aggravating and not enough is being done. The Gallois report 
has been very useful at showing in an understandable language, to the politicians but the 
population as well, how important the industry is and the gravity of the situation. It is 
one of the rare economic analyses which provides very concrete and applicable 
solutions and moreover explains how to implement and finance these. Other sources 
from the EU has shown that they agree on the gravity of the situation in France and that 
France really needs to act on it if they do not want to become the next problem country 
as this would have serious consequences for the future of the Euro and other aspects of 
the EU. 
 The French government has taken notice of the situation and has let itself inspired by 
most of the suggestions made in the report. It is however very difficult to change things 
in France, even before the crisis, few main issues were known to be big problems for the 
economy but the current and the last president do/did not seem able to take the 
necessary drastic measures.  
The theory of Porter has shown surprising applicability to almost all challenges brought 
up by the Gallois report and other sources about the French and European industry in 
general. However, Porter’s theory has shown to be mostly useful as guidelines to 
understand the problems and eventually finding solutions as he does not include the EU 
factor which has a main role in the management of the current crisis. The measures of 
the Gallois report on which Porter’s theory can be applied are however very interesting 
since they show that those national policy suggestions could be applied in any EU 
member state.  
Education adequacy, cluster formation, investment in R&D, favoring business 
formation, effective and consistent market regulations, proper individual and company 
goals, more dynamic financing, product quality upgrade and a government generally 
creating and maintaining a business environment where competitive advantage can be 
upgraded are the main measures and suggestions for France but also other EU member 
states. Every country has its specific conditions but some principles can be applied in all 
countries as Porter’s theory shows.  
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The EU also has an important role in managing its industries but the measures to be 
taken on the EU level go beyond industries as they regard mostly the monetary policy, 
stronger single market and investment in R&D.  
The effort needed in France is considerable but far from impossible and so is the effort 
in Europe and its member states. The crisis has taken its toll but the EU still has some 
strong industries armed with know-how and high technology. The crisis has shown the 
structural weaknesses of the EU and its individual member states but this could also 
allow it to remedy to those problems and come out of the crisis stronger.  
 
Afterthoughts 
 
The topic is extremely interesting and very actual. It is also interesting to look deeper 
and see that there are not only problems but also solutions. Discerning between the 
industry and the economy in general is not always easy as they are much related. The 
industry depends on the economic well-being and the economy also depends strongly on 
the industry, more or less depending on the country. There is a lot of potential in the 
topic to for example compare industries with other MSs or even compare industry with 
other sectors of the economy and how they interact. The EU has an important role in 
today’s economic climate which adds a whole new factor that barely existed in Porter’s 
theory. It is highly interesting to see how Porter’s theory can evolve with time and adapt 
to a sub-regional actor in addition to the national level. It could be extremely interesting 
to apply Porter’s theory to the EU as if it was a nation and see if the theory could be 
applied to some European challenges, thus generating solutions to the current problems. 
Although, it seems that the challenges are known and most of governments and policy-
makers are aware of possible solutions as well, however the problem seems to be about 
when it comes to financing and the specifics of the implementation. It might be 
therefore more about the political will in a time of crisis.   
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APPENDIX 
 
Porter’s theory: 
Other ways for the government to affect industrial competitiveness: 
Factor conditions 
-Science and technology 
Important points are: There needs to be a match between science and technology 
policy and the patterns of competitive advantage in the nation’s industry, i.e. 
programs should concentrate on technology that affect many industries or which 
are important to deepening and upgrading national industry clusters. Secondly, the 
emphasis should lay on research universities instead of government laboratories. 
Thridly, the emphasis should be on commercially relevant technologies, with 
direct relevance to the industry. In order to do this, there needs to be a strong link 
between research institutions and industry. Another important one is the 
encouragement of research activity WITHIN firms. The last important point is 
about whether cooperative research programs are beneficial. It happens that many 
individual research actors do not end up with productive results because they 
individually cannot invest enough. Cooperation allows to gather everybody’s 
knowledge and bigger investment which should lead to better results. However, 
cooperation can be proved to be unproductive in some cases.  
Demand conditions 
-Direct and Indirect Subsidies 
“Direct subsidies have been a prominent tool used by government to attempt to 
influence factor cost and otherwise shape competitive advantage. Subsidized 
capital, subsidized research, subsidized raw materials, subsidized exports, and 
direct grants are employed by nearly every nation in one industry or another.” 
However, subsidies are rarely associated with true competitive advantage  and 
Porter’s mentions the role of subsidies in several chronic failures in several 
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countries’ industries such as the American shipping, German shipbuilding or 
Italian aerospace. He says that it is only logical in the context of the diamond as 
subsidies delay the adjustments and innovation and limits flexibility. Porter’s 
mentions other good arguments as e.g. firms will seek renewal of subsidies rather 
than true competitive advantage, once the subsidies mechanisms is started, it is 
hard to stop, on firm or industry getting subsidy will encourage other firms and 
industries to do so and the non-competitiveness of the subsidized firms will 
propagate to the others. Porter’s prefers the tax incentives. Or that the direct 
subsidies are given but only to cover small cost amount and to show the direction 
and reward good corporate behavior. Porter would however advise strongly into 
indirect subsidies i.e. subsidies to education, research universities and advanced 
infrastructures. 
Government procurement 
Government procurements can work in both ways. They are beneficial if the 
demand is focused towards various, sophisticated and innovative product so that 
the firms stay competitive nationally but also internationally. 
Stimulating early and sophisticated demand 
“A policy of providing incentives to buyers to be early purchasers of sophisticated 
products is often more beneficial to innovation and competitive advantage than 
directly subsidizing the firms.” It gives them a explicit or implicit insurance that 
demand will materialize and they will be more encouraged to invest in R&D to 
develop new products. There are many examples of early decision taken by 
government which has led to international success for the industry or firm 
concerned. Examples are the priority to handicap access everywhere in Sweden or 
hearing aids apparatus and windmills in Denmark, piano in Japan (where music 
education became more important so every school needed a piano and foreign 
pianos were too expensive). 
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Related and supporting industry  
Regional policy 
“National economies rarely develop evenly. Some regions or cities outpace other 
in economic prosperity.” (depressed areas in Britain and Germany for example are 
in the North, while the depressed area in Italy in the South). The reasons for these 
disparities can also be explained by looking at the diamond. Nations will always 
in such cases come up with a regional policy which often consist in subsidies to 
give incentives to firms to locate in those areas. Porter would say that this does 
not make much sense. It is better to use “magnets” for clustering such as 
universities, research institute, infrastructure, or trained labor pool. “The best 
regional policy identifies cores of industry strength and builds on them, to 
encourage geographically concentrated clusters.102 
Firms’ strategy, structure 
Domestic rivalry 
Inter firm cooperation shows a growing interest, the idea being to avoid 
duplication of effort and reaping economies of scale. Many forms of cooperation 
are not beneficial according to Porter, with the same argument that when 
incentives are weaker, firms will start to lose their competitive advantage in the 
long run. Porter’s advice is therefore to practically prohibit direct cooperation, 
however, indirect cooperation can be beneficial in the right circumstances. “The 
best structure is one in which cooperative activities are managed independently 
and have precise charters, so that participants face no mixed motives in being 
involved. At the same time, companies must compete vigorously on product 
development, pricing, and other aspects of strategy”103. 
Goals 
Porter talks about sustained commitment to an industry, however, nowadays, 
flexibility (mobility) of labor is very important to adapt to the fluctuations of the 
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economy and for higher productivity. And there, a dilemma occurs with one of the 
first statements about sustained commitment to the industry (unless the employees 
find change only from company to company all within the same industry). 
Nowadays, people change career more often and it happens also than people go 
work in entirely different sector of the industry or even from the industry to the 
service sector. The countries doing well, such as Denmark or Sweden on this 
matter, do well because they succeed in rapidly and efficiently training people to 
have skills fitting the changing demand of the economy.  Japan and Italy are 
mentioned by Porter as very interesting cases as they show high productivity 
despite rather immobile labor. This is due to the fact that there is another side to 
immobile labor. It forces firm to hire more carefully and to also invest more in the 
labor (training and upgrading) which could result in high productivity as well. 
Major unpopular reforms that need to be taken in France 
A website about France has an interesting economic analysis of France where the 
point out weaknesses, strengths, the status and what has been done. They claim 
that Sarkozy, the previous president, took some necessary unpopular measures but 
“he did not take any of the drastic measures that the French economy needs, if it is 
to start moving in the right direction again.  These include major and unpopular 
reforms of French labor laws (which will be fought tooth and nail by the trade 
unions), a thorough overhall of France's byzantine and multi-layered local 
government system (which will be fought tooth and nail by all those with a vested 
interest in keeping their bit of local power), and severe reductions in France's 
generous social security allowances (which will be fought by the unions, and by 
all those who benefit from the system's current largesse). Reforming France is 
very difficult - to the point at which some are saying that nothing less than a new 
French revolution is needed.” They also mention that Hollande is also failing to 
take those necessary measures.104 
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